Koehn’s Unique Livestock Products
White Lightning
Fence Energizer
Koehn Marketing recently indroduced a firstof-its-kind Ultra Low
Impedance Fence Energizer. No other company
has it.
White Lightning Energizers produce
maximum power in the worst fence
conditions, such as aging, wet and overgrown
fences.
The White Lightning fencer has rugged
weather and UV-resistant construction, an
internal lightning shield, and fast fix service
modules.
Koehn has a variety of fine energizers
consisting of 110 plug-in and solar units.
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Aluminum Kalf Katch

Spring button locks Kalf Katch at 5 ft. It also
telescopes out to 10 ft.

Drive-Thru Electric Gate
The Koehn family began their ag equipment
company 40 years ago with this now-famous
Drive-Thru Electric Gate.
You can simply drive through the springloaded gate from either direction with any
vehicle without ever having to stop and
open or close the gate. Uses any electric
fence controller. One spring on each arm
brings them back to position after you pass
through.
Sells for $149 for a 13-19-ft. adjustable
gate or $159 for an 18 to 24-ft. gate.
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For a FREE catalog featuring these
products and many more, call tollfree 800-658-3998 or contact: FARM
SHOW Followup, Koehn Marketing,
Inc., P.O. Box 577, Watertown, S. Dak.
57201 (ph 605 886-2120)
Email: Koehn@iw.net
Web site:
www.koehnmarketing.com.
Ordering on-line now available.
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“Whip Flag” New Way To Move Livestock

New Whip Flag is highly visible to livestock
and lets you easily sort animals without
handling them roughly.
The Whip Flag consists of a 12 by 13in. fabric flag attached to either a 50 or
60-in. long, polypropylene-coated shaft.
It’s available in red, blue, orange, green, or
gold.
Sells for $12 plus $5 S&H.
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“Whip Flag”
consists of
a fabric flag
attached to
a flexible
polypropylene-coated
shaft.

Gator Jaws Remove
Stubborn Filters
Gator Jaws® are the most versatile filter
pliers available for removing all spin on
type filters in tractors, trucks, cars, SUVs,
and other heavy-duty equipment.
These patented pliers have angled gripping teeth and jaw, to grip and remove
even the most difficult stuck filters. The
23-in. long handles and aggressive biting
teeth provide maximum leverage, grip
and torque. The special bends and angles
let you get into tight spots without burning your hands and arms on hot engine
components. The Gator Jaws® are large
enough to grip up to 7-in. dia. filters or
as small as 2.5 in.. These filter pliers can
also be used to remove fuel, transmission,
hydraulic, canister type filters, fuel tank
sending units, and more. Designed by a
US inventor, manufactured and assembled
in the USA.
Contact IPA at 888-786-7899 or www.
ipatools.com).
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Grease Joint Rejuvenator
Have you ever tried to grease a joint on a
piece of equipment but couldn’t? No one
could tell me why so I took off the blade
from my 650G Dozer and examined every
problem joint. Hardened grease and dirt in
the bushings’ relief slots were the culprits!
Heat and dirt had dried up the grease and
clogged up the relief slots. No amount of
pressure on the grease fitting would push
the new grease into the joint.
The Grease Joint Rejuvenator opened up

the joint in a minute! I filled the tool with
light penetrating oil, burped the air out, and
attached the coupler to the grease fitting.
Tapping the piston of the tool with a hammer
forced the light oil into the joint, allowing
the relief slots to open and push out the old,
dried up grease. Then the new grease went
in effortlessly.
Contact IPA at 888-786-7899 or www.
ipatools.com).
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